Cubed Circle Newsletter – Too Many Tournaments
After all of the “hiatus” discussion over the past couple of months, it seems as though our nonhiatus newsletters have been later than ever. This week's delay was primarily due to our legendary
technical difficulties – only this set of technical mishaps occurred in the muscles of my back, and
not on the servers hosting the website, or my desktop computer.
Thankfully, things have improved somewhat, and so we are back this week covering all of the news
from this week and last including ROH's 'Best in the World' pay-per-view with an all out
Corino/Whitmer blood-bath, Ricochet's contract situation, tons of upcoming tournament news
related to the G1 Climax, Cruiserweight Classic, and Super J Cup, plus Paige's arrest non-story
(spoiler: she wasn't arrested), Punk's UFC fight, and tons more!
– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor
The Pro-Wres Digest for June 19th – 25th 2016
Ben Carass.
Top Stories:
What a sensational top story we have for you this week, as on 21/6 WWE officially suspended Joe
Anoa'i for 30 days for violating the Wellness policy. The story was picked up by mainstream news
outlets like ESPN, the BBC and Rolling Stone and Reigns quickly issued an apology via Twitter.
He owned up to a “mistake” he made, which he was no doubt instructed to by one of the suits in the
PR department who must have had one hell of a day on Tuesday.
Reigns dropping the title clean to Rollins at Money in the Bank makes a lot more sense in hindsight,
but the interesting part of the story is that it appears the WWE were aware of Reigns failing the test
before Money in the Bank, according to Dave Meltzer in the Observer. That would mean they
made the decision to still go with the Shield three-way for BattleGround even though Reigns would
be off TV for 30 days. Reigns last TV appearance was this past Monday on 20/6 when he wrestled
Seth Rollins in a #1 contenders match which ended in a double count out to set up the Shield threeway at BattleGround. WWE could have easily changed the plan and put Rollins over and done a
singles match with Ambrose at the PPV instead, however they brazenly stuck with the three-way
despite everything that was going on with Reigns. WWE were quoted by F4Wonline, saying, "The
suspension runs through July 20. He is eligible to return on July 21. Battleground is on July 24. We
are considering all of our creative options." On SmackDown this week they talked about the threeway as if Reigns would still be in the match, so it appears that “considering all of our creative
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options” means act like nothing ever happened. I can only imagine the kind of visceral hate that will
be directed towards Reigns when he comes back after a highly publicized drugs failure and is
slotted right back in as the top babyface.

What is curious however, is that Reigns is the first high profile Wellness failure in a long time.
There had been a handful of low-level talent failures, such as Hornswoggle, Ricardo Rodriguez,
Konor, but not since Randy Orton received his second violation in 2012 and was suspended for 60
days had anyone of any significance been popped for anything. I don't personally believe that the
WWE are actively covering up positive tests of their top stars and the fact that they wasted no time
in suspending Reigns should put that myth to bed. On the other hand, you have to be extremely
naive to think that the rest of the WWE locker room is completely clean, especially the top guys.
There was a bizarre situation following the Money in the Bank
show in Las Vegas on 19/6, involving Paige & Alberto Del Rio.
Rumours started flying around late on 19/6 when a picture of what
appeared to be Paige being placed into the back of a police wagon
surfaced online. Pro Wrestling Sheet reported that the Las Vegas
police officers were outside of Caesar's Palace for an unrelated
incident when they alerted to a, “female running into the streets.”
When the police caught up to the woman, who turned out to be
Paige, they determined that she needed to be detained and taken to
hospital for undisclosed reasons. It would seem that WWE were
not too concerned however, as they had Paige wrestle on RAW the
very next night, which is certainly not common practice for a
performer detained by the police and taken to hospital. Court Bauer
revealed on MLW Radio Alberto Del Rio's side of the story and
here's what apparently went down: Del Rio & Paige went to a postMITB show in Vegas and were being harassed by a drunken couple
of hecklers. Del Rio called over security and the couple were ejected from the venue, however they
waited outside for Paige & Del Rio to appear. When Paige & Del Rio did leave the club, there was a
confrontation with the drunk couple, which led to Paige running into the street and the police being
altered. Paige was handcuffed and taken to hospital for an evaluation – maybe the Las Vegas cops
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heard her English accent and thought she was completely out of her mind. She was given the allclear at the hospital, released and had no charges were filed against her, which is probably why
WWE didn't pull her from the RAW show on Monday. Here's a video of Paige seemingly being
detained by the police.
Eighteen months after signing for the UFC, CM
Punk's long-awaited MMA debut was actually
made official on 22/6, when Punk announced on
UFC Unfiltered podcast that he would be fighting
Mickey Gall at UFC 203 on September 10th in
Cleveland, OH. Punk's debut was first postponed
in October 2015 due to a shoulder injury suffered
in training. On February 6th this year, Mickey Gall
choked out Mike Jackson in just 45 seconds on the
UFC Fight Night card and earned himself the right
to be Punk's first opponent in a fight many
expected to take place at UFC 200. Punk ended up
pulling out due to a herniated disc in his back which required surgery and he went under the knife
on February 10th in his home of Chicago. Punk noted many times that both injuries were lingering
issues from his pro wrestling days and now that he appears to be all healed up, as much as a 37
year-old ex-pro wrestler can heal, it will be interesting to see if he can actually make it through an
entire training camp this time. In a strange coincidence, UFC 203 will take place at the Quicken
Loans Arena in Cleveland, OH – the very same arena that Punk told Vince McMahon he was going
home and walked out on the WWE RAW show on January 27th 2014.
When the news of Brock Lesnar returning to the UFC for a one shot deal broke two weeks ago, one
of the major questions many people had was, what will the WWE get in return? Fox Sports reported
on 6/6 that the WWE were interested in bringing in Paige VanZant to be a part of SummerSlam in
some capacity. VanZant appeared on ESPN SportsCenter on 23/6 and suggested that she would not
be at SummerSlam, as she is fighting six days later on August 27th against Bec Rawlings in
Vancouver, BC. VanZant said she loved the WWE and was a big fan, but claimed she is focusing on
training for her fight. This could all be a game to try and keep any potential deal quite, although
with SummerSlam being on August 21st and VanZant booked to fight on the 27th, it looks extremely
improbable that she would make an appearance for WWE before her fight.
With the brand split announced for July 19th in Worcester, MA on SmackDown, the WWE have
apparently been contacting some big names in hopes of bringing in some much needed star power
to bolster the separate rosters. Forbes reported on 18/6 that “sources” had told them the WWE were
interested in names such as, Goldberg, Rey Mysterio, Jeff Hardy & Kurt Angle. Hardy has openly
talked about wanting to end his career in WWE and Mysterio will always going to be a useful asset
to the WWE. Goldberg could conceivably be given a Legends deal and maybe do the Hall of Fame,
but I have to imagine the chances of him coming into work matches in extremely slim. Then there is
Kurt Angle, whom we heard countless times over the last ten years was persona non grata when it
came to the WWE. The story was always the same when it came to talk of Angle potentially
returning to the WWE: Vince McMahon does not want the stigma of having an Olympic gold
medalist dying in his ring, on his watch. Angle appeared on Mark Madden's 105.9 The X radio
show on 20/6 and confirmed that he had meetings with both Vince McMahon & Triple H in the last
six weeks. “Will I return? Yes,” Angle said.”I don't know when,” he added. Angle went on to
mention that he would like to be brought in with a part-time role and said he was interested in
managing Jason Jordan & Chad Gable. The rumours of Angle making a return were quickly
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squashed on 23/6 when WWE officials confirmed with F4Wonline that Angle was in fact not
returning to the company, so it looks like Kurt will have to get by on the $25,000 he charges to
work a sub-ten minute match on the indies.
The Cruiserweight Classic will premier on July 13th on the WWE Network at 9pm EST immediately
following NXT. WWE announced that Daniel Bryan & Mauro Ranallo will be the hosts for the 10
weeks for programming that will culminate on a two-hour live special on September 14th from Full
Sail University. In case you missed the 32 names of the entrants in the tournament, here they are
again:
Kota Ibushi, Tajiri, Mascara Dorada, Zack Sabre Jr, Noam Dar, Da Mack, Mustafa Ali, Clement
Petiot, Harv Sihra, Gurv Sihra, Fabian Aichner, Brian Kendrick, Rich Swann, Cedric Alexander,
Akira Tozawa, Jack Gallagher, Tony Nese, Johnny Gargano, Tommaso Ciampa, Ho Ho Lun, TJ
Perkins, Drew Gulak, Anthony Bennett, Tyson Dux, Lince Dorado, Sean Maluta, Raul Mendoza,
Kenneth Johnson, Alejandro Saez, Damien Slater, Ariya Daivari & Jason Lee.
The first round of the CWC was taped on 23/6 at Full Sail and there was a special opening
ceremony type deal streamed live on Facebook before the show got underway. It looks like four
episodes were put in the can and we've got the full list of results at the end of the Digest.
Indie Scene:
Moose and Roderick Strong are to be not long for ROH, as both men have not re-signed a new deal
and their current contracts are set to expire imminently. Dave Meltzer reported in the Observer that
Moose's deal expired on 19/6 and he is in the process of finishing up his commitments to ROH.
Meltzer noted that Moose is expected to undergo the requisite medicals and if he passes will be
offered a WWE developmental deal to be brought in to the Performance Centre in September. ROH
actually announced Strong's departure on 22/6 and said he was leaving to pursue “other
opportunities.” In some better news for ROH, Katsuyori Shibata will make his debut for the
company on 19/8 at the Death Before Dishonor PPV in Las Vegas.
ROH are ran their Best in the World PPV on 24/6 from Concord, NC. Here's the line-up:
* Kamaitachi vs. Kyle O’Reilly.
* Silas Young vs. ACH.
* Roderick Strong vs. Mark Briscoe.
* Tornado Match: War Machine & Moose vs. Adam Cole &the Young Bucks.
* Street Fight: Steve Corino vs. B.J. Whitmer.
* ROH TV Championship: Bobby Fish (C) vs. Dalton Castle.
* ROH World Championship: Jay Lethal (C) vs. Jay Briscoe.
PWG's next show is on 29/7 in Reseda, CA and the main event of the as yet unnamed show sees
Zack Sabre Jr making the first defence of the PWG World title against Kyle O'Reilly. Chris Hero &
JT Dunn will challenge the Young Bucks for the Tag Team titles and Roderick Strong will face
Timothy Thatcher. Also booked for the show, Tommy End vs. Adam Cole, Sami Callihan vs. Marty
Scurll, Jeff Cobb vs. Trevor Lee and Chuck Taylor vs. Trent Baretta.
Japan:
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New Japan drew a reported 9,925 fans to Osaka-Jo Hall for Dominion on 19/6 to see Kazuchika
Okada regain the IWGP Heavyweight Championship for a fourth time from Tetsuya Naito in an
excellent match that went 28:58 (**** ¼). The show went over four and a half hours with no
intermission, however I found that the show didn't really drag much at all, which is much more to
be said than the WWE Money in the Bank PPV. Dominion had some great matches, with a couple
of questionable booking decisions, such as Naito failing on only his second title defence and
dropping the title back to Okada. Naito had a lot of steam as the top heel and Los Ingobernables de
Japon over took the Bullet Club as the major “cool” heel faction in the company in recent months.
Jado & Gedo obviously have a plan for the G1 and Wrestle Kingdom on 4/1 next year, however I
would have expected Naito to have remained the champion at least until the big King of Pro
Wrestling show in October. After Okada beat Naito, with three Rainmakers like he did to Tanahashi
this year at the Dome, he declared that his goal was to win the G1 as the IWGP champion. This
seems highly unlikely as the winner of the G1 gets the briefcase for a title shot at Wrestle Kingdom,
so maybe the plan is for Naito to win the G1 again and actually get the chance to main event the
Tokyo Dome which was taken away from him in 2013. Still, every year there is talk of Katsuyori
Shibata winning the G1 and this year would seem as good a time as any for Shibata to finally pull it
off. That is probably just wishful thinking on my part, because after Shibata regained the NEVER
Openweight title from Yuji Nagata in a hell of a match at 14:53 (**** ¼), he challenged Tomoaki
Honma during his post-match press conference.
There were five title changes in all on the show. Semi
main event saw Michael Elgin capture the IWGP IC
Championship from Kenny Omega in an epic 33:32
minute ladder match. Match was full of high spots and
interference; finish saw Elgin Powerbomb Omega off a
ladder on the floor onto two evil Japanese tables that
didn't break and he climbed up to retrieve the belt
(**** ½). Mark & Jay Briscoe downed the Guerillas of
Destiny (Tama Tonga & Tana Roa) to win the IWGP
Tag Team titles in 14:02; it was one of the weakest
matches on the show (** ½). Kushida retained the
IWGP Jr Heavyweight title over Will Ospreay with the
Hoverboard Lock in an excellent match in 14:36
(****). The Young Bucks took back the hot potato
IWGP Jr Tag titles in the elimination four-way; RPG
Vice & reDRagon were eliminated via the over the top
rope rule and the Bucks pinned Sydal with the Meltzer
Driver (***). Hirooki Goto downed Evil in another
good match with the GTR in 9:53; Goto & Evil have
developed really good chemistry together (*** ¼).
Tomohiro Ishii & Yoshi-Hashi beat Sanada & Bushi in
7:05 when Yoshi-Hashi submitted Sanada with the
WAR Special ay 7:51; it looks like Yoshi-Hashi could
actually end up in the G1 (***). Adam Paige, Bad Luck
Fale & Yujiro Takahashi beat Togi Makabe, Yoshitatsu & Captain New Japan in a nothing 7:05
match when Paige pinned CNJ with the Omori Driver (**). Opener was the Jay White send-off
match and White, David Finlay & Juice Robinson lost to Manabu Nakanishi, Satoshi Kojima &
Hiroyoshi Tenzan in 7:53 when Tenzan submitted White with the Anaconda Vice. White did a
promo in Japanese afterwards; he thanked all the fans for their support over the last two years and
said he hoped to return to NJPW in a few years stronger than ever. Throughout the show, they
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showed MMA fighter Shinya Aoki at ringside with Takaaki Kidani. Aoki didn't do anything
newsworthy, although Kidani gave Naito a fist-bump when he came out for the main event.

New Japan's next tour are the Kizuna Road shows which run from 24/6 to 3/7. The 27/6 show at
Korakuen Hall will feature the announcement of the blocks for this year's G1, as well as two Chaos
vs. LIJ main events of Goto & Yoshi-Hashi vs. Sanada & Evil, and Okada & Ospreay vs. Naito &
Bushi. The 3/7 show is in Iwate and has two title matches and a big Chaos/LIJ eight-man
elimination match. The Elite (Omega & the Bucks) defend the NEVER Trios titles against Kojima,
Ricochet & Matt Sydal, Okada, Goto, Yoshi-Hashi & Ospreay vs. Naito, Evil, Sanada & Bushi is
the eight-man. Main event of 3/7 see's Tomoaki Honma challenging Shibata for the Never
Openweight title.
FMW ran Korakuen Hall on 21/6 for their big FMW vs. UWF show which featured four no rope
barbwire matches. Main event saw the FMW & W*ING Monster Alliance (Atsushi Onita, Raijin
Yaguchi, Nosawa Rongai & Hideki Hosaka) beat the UWF Alliance (Masakatsu Funaki, Yoshihiro
Takayama, Mitsuya Nagai & Takuma Sano) in a No Rope Barbwire 8 Man Tag Death Match when
Onita submitted Sano with a Chicken Wing in 14:48. Afterwards, Onita challenged one of the UWF
guys to an Electric Current Blast Death Match and mainly directed his challenge to Funaki &
Takayama. Second from the top was Team FMW (Masato Tanaka & Buffalo) over Team UWF
(Tatsuo Nakano & Alexander Otsuka) in a No Rope Barbwire Tag Death Match in 7:26. The UWF
did get a win on the undercard, as the UWF Alliance (Yoshiaki Fujiwara, Takaku Fuke & Daisuke
Ikeda) beat the FMW & W*ING Monster Alliance (Katsuji Ueda, Tomohiko Hashimoto &
Kazuhiko Matsuzaki) in a No Ropes Barbwire 8 Man Tag Death Match in 7:03 when Fujiwara
Arm-barred Matsuzaki. There was also a women's Barbwire match and Miss Mongol downed
Dump Matsumoto in 6:12 with a Small Package.
Kaji Tomato qualified for the Super J-Cup when he beat Ayato Yoshida in the final of K-Dojo's one
night tournament on 19/6 in Chiba. Tomato suffered a fracture to his right heel and will miss all of
the K-Dojo shows for the next month, although he hopes to be back in time for the J-Cup.
Mexico:
The long running saga with Ricochet's Lucha Underground contract seems to approaching the zero
hour. Ricochet is still under his original 2014 deal which is set to expire this weekend and he has
not yet signed a new contract to stay with Lucha Underground. MSL noted on MLW Radio that
Ricochet has been offered $300,000 a year, which would in fact be paid for by the El Rey Network
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and not Lucha Underground, and would still be able to work New Japan & PWG under the terms of
the proposed new deal. This weekend is also the final tapings for season three and the booking team
has somewhat backed themselves, and Ricochet, into a corner, as the main event of Ultima Lucha
III sees Prince Puma challenging Johnny Mundo for the LU title with the stip that Puma must retire
if he loses. Presumably the finish of the match will depend on whether Ricochet signs the new deal.
Dave Meltzer commented in the Observer that WWE “want him bad” although he would not make
anywhere near the money that the new LU contract would guarantee him. Meltzer also noted that
under the terms of his original deal, if he doesn't re-sign Ricochet would only be allowed to go to
the WWE six months after season three airs on TV, which would be the end of 2017 or early 2018.
Obviously, that would not stand-up in court so if WWE want him bad enough they will surely get
him.
New Japan officially announced that IWGP IC Champion Michael Elgin and IWGP Jr Heavyweight
Champion Kushida are heading to Mexico to work some shows for CMLL and will miss the Kizuna
Road tour as a result. Elgin will be brought in from 22/6 to 12/7 and Kushida 23/6 to 16/7, which
means they will be sticking around after the Gran Prix iPPV on 1/7.
CMLL booked Barbaro Cavernario and Rey Cometa in a hair vs. hair match for the big Gran Prix
iPPV on 1/7 from Arena Mexico.
Misc:
There was a note in the Observer about current ICW World Heavyweight Champion and one of the
top names on the UK scene Big Damo being a contender to be brought in as part of WWE's
September recruiting class.
Candice LeRay was badly banged up on 18/6 while
working for Ronin Pro Wrestling in Pembroke Pines, FL.
LeRay tagged with Joey Ryan against Trevor Read & Mike
Monroe and had to be taken to the hospital after the match.
Early on 19/6 she tweeted, “4 hours in the ER watching
drunk people take precedent to my concussion, possible
broken nose and huge hole in my lip. Left. No diagnosis.”
LeRay followed up with a Tweet on 20/6 and noted she had
gone to another hospital in Cleveland, where she lives with
Johnny Gargano. “Landed in CLE - @Johnny Gargano
took me to a real ER here. Only there 1.5 hours for testing
& results. Nose is broken. Dental work to come.” On 22/6 she added that her doctors had ordered
her to rest for about two weeks. LeRay missed a booking for Atlanta Wrestling Entertainment on
19/6 due to her injuries and was replaced by Kiera Hogan.
Rev Pro announced on 26/6 that Vader vs. Will Ospreay is in fact going to take place on August 12
at York Hall in London. Vader was critical of the Ricochet/Ospreay match from the BOSJ on 29/5,
which led to Ospreay doing Vaderbombs in subsequent outings and even making “It's Ospreay
Time” T-shirts. Promoter Andy Quildan tweeted on 26/6 that he couldn't help himself in booking the
match, after Ospreay noted that he would love to face the 61 year-old Vader in the ring. What a
time.
Ratings:
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RAW on 20/6 did a 2.44 rating with 3,467,000 viewers for the show after Money in the Bank and
Dean Ambrose's first night as WWE Champion. 8pm did 3,420,000. 9pm did 3,562,000 & 10pm did
3,420,000. That's way up from the record low 2.03 and 2,962,000 they did last week.
IMPACT on 21/6 did 304,000 viewers, up from the 210,000 who stuck around during last week's
disaster to catch the 10:50pm airing. With replays however, the number is down slightly from a
combined 327,000 last week.
Lucha Underground on 22/6 did a combined 166,000 viewers; 104,000 for the first airing and
62,000 for the replay. That's the largest number since May 25th and up from the 128,000 last week.
WWE Cruiserweight Class Taping Results:
Taped for July 13th:
* Gran Metalik (Mascara Dorada) beat Alejandro Saez with the Dorada Screwdriver.
* Ho Ho Lun over Ariya Daivar with a German Suplex.
* Cedric Alexander beat Clement Petiot with the Lumbar Check.
* Brian Kendrick submitted Raul Mendoza.
Taped for July 20th:
* Tajiri over Damian Slater with his Execution head kick.
* TJ Perkins tapped Da Mack with the Ankle Lock.
* Lince Dorado downed Mustafa Ali in a reportedly excellent match.
* Akira Tozawa beat Kenneth Johnson with a Delayed German Suplex.
Taped for July 27th:
* Zack Sabre Jr submitted Tyson Dux.
* Drew Gulak tapped Harv Sihra with the Dragon Sleeper.
* Tony Nese downed Anthony Bennett with the 450 Splash.
* Kota Ibushi pinned Sean Maluta with the Last Ride Sit-Out Powerbomb.
Taped for August 3rd:
* Rich Swann over Jason Lee with a standing 450.
* Noam Darr submitted Gurv Sihra with the Champagne Super Kneebar.
* Jack Gallagher beat Fabian Aichner with a corner Dropkick.
* Johnny Gargano pinned Tommaso Ciampa with a Crucifix pin in match that was said to be
excellent.
WWE NXT Tapings June 24th:
In addition to the CWC tapings, WWE taped three episodes of NXT at Full Sail this week and there
were some notable losses for two big acts, who surely are on their way up to the main roster.
Shinsuke Nakamura beat Finn Balor in a reportedly tremendous match and by all accounts it felt
like Balor's farewell in the building. American Alpha also lost a rematch to the Revival and put over
the Authors of Pain on their way out.
Taped for July 6th:
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Bayley pinned Alexa Bliss. Nia Jax confronted Bayley afterwards. The Hypre Bros vs. Blake &
Murphy was interrupted by Rhyno, who Gored everyone to death. The Revival retained the NXT
Tag Team titles over American Alpha in a 2 out of 3 falls match.
Taped for July 13th:
Samoa Joe came out for a promo and was interrupted by Rhyno. Austin Aries squashed Patrick
Clark. Andrade “Cien” Almas over Angelo Dawkins. Asuka submitted Eva Marie with the Asuka
Lock. (The Finn Balor/Shinsuke Nakamura match will be edited in to this episode).
Taped for July 20th:
Samoa Joe choked out Rhyno. The Authors of Pain w/Paul Ellering over American Alpha. Bayley
pinned Nia Jax. Shinsuke Nakamura beat Finn Balor with the Kinshasa (will air on the July 13th
show.)
The Pro-Wres Digest for June 26th – July 2nd
Ben Carass.
Top Stories:

On 27/6 New Japan announced the participants and the blocks for the twenty sixth installment of
the company's big summer tournament: the G1 Climax. Hiroshi Tanahashi is set to return after his
shoulder injury and is part of an absolutely stacked A Block. Both blocks this year have a fresh feel
about them, as there are six competitors making their G1 debuts, most notably Kenny Omega and
Katsuhiko Nakajima. Naomichi Marufuji will make his second G1 appearance and joins Nakajima
as the outsiders from Pro Wrestling NOAH this year. Toru Yano, Marufuji's GHC Tag Team partner,
returns from his NOAH stint to bring his usual comedy matches to the tournament, although he will
most likely be going back to NOAH afterwards. Other G1 débutantes include Seiya Sanada, Evil,
Tama Tonga & Yoshi-Hashi. Hiroyoshi Tenzan, the three-time G1 winner and holder of the record
for most appearances in the tournament, was originally left out of the field of competitors, however
his long-time tag partner Satoshi Kojima announced on 3/7 that he was giving his spot up for
Tenzan to have one last run in the G1. Like last year, tournament matches will be block exclusive on
a per-show basis and the rest of the cards will be the usual multi-man tags featuring which ever
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block is off that particular day. The tour features 19 shows, beginning in Hokkaido on July 18th and
runs until the final at Sumo Hall in Tokyo on August 14th.
A Block: Kazuchika Okada, Hiroshi Tanahashi, Naomichi Marufuji, Hiroyoshi Tenzan, Tomohiro
Ishii, Hirooki Goto, Seiya Sanada, Togi Makabe, Bad Luck Fale, Tama Tonga.
B Block: Kenny Omega, Tetsuya Naito, Katsuyori Shibata, Yuji Nagata, Tomoaki Honma, Michael
Elgin, Evil, Katsuhiko Nakajima, Yoshi-Hashi, Toru Yano.
Here are some of the key matches: Opening night in
Hokkaido on 18/7 sees the A Block kick-off with Tanahashi
vs. Sanada in the main event, plus Okada vs. Marufuji. The
B Block opens on 22/7 at Korakuen Hall and see's Nagata
vs. Naito in the main event, plus Shibata vs. Honma
underneath. 23/7 in Tokyo has Ishii vs. Goto and Okada vs.
Sanada. 24/7 at Korakuen Hall has Shibata vs. Nakajima in
what should be a hell of a main event. 28/7 in Saitama is
main evented by Ishii vs. Marufuji. 30/7 in Aichi has
Nagata vs. Nakajima, Shibata vs. Naito and Elgin vs.
Omega in the main event. 8/3 in Kagoshima main event is
Tanahashi vs. Ishii. 8/4 in Fukuoka has Shibata vs. Omega and Nakajima vs. Naito. 8/6 in Osaka
has Tanahashi vs. Marufuji and Okada vs. Ishii. 8/7 in Shizuoka see's Naito vs. Evil and Nagata vs.
Omega. 8/8 main event is Ishii vs. Sanada. 10/8 has Shibata vs. Nagata and Nakajima vs. Omega.
12/8 has the big Okada vs. Tanahashi match, plus Makabe vs. Ishii, and Goto vs. Marufuji. 13/8 has
Shibata vs. Evil and Omega vs. Naito.

Shinsuke Nakamura, Finn Balor, Austin Aries and Samoa Joe all worked the WWE house show in
Orlando, FL on 27/6. For Nakamura & Balor this was their main roster debut and they beat Joe &
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Aries in a tag team match, third on the card. Previously, Joe worked the infamous dark match in
which Tyson Kidd suffered a broken neck on 1/6/15 and also appeared on the 3/3/01 episode of
WWF Jacked in a losing effort against Essa Rios. At the 12/8/03 SmackDown tapings, Aries lost a
dark match against Chris Kanyon, who was bizarrely using his Mortis gimmick from WCW. Aries
also appeared on the international version of Sunday Night Heat on 25/1/04, teaming with Shawn
Daivari and put over the Dudley Boyz. Still, for all intents and purposes, the tag match on 27/6 in
Orlando was essentially the “real” main roster debut for all four men and it surely won't be too long
before we see one, two, or all four guys up on the main roster after the brand split. Also on the 27/6
Orlando house show, Bayley teamed with Sasha Banks & Summer Rae to beat Natalya, Dana
Brooke & Eva Marie. Hopefully someone can explain to Vince what a potential cash-cow Bayley is
and he will get over the fact that she doesn't look like a bikini model and bring her up as well.

WWE also ran their first show in Honolulu, HI in seven years on 29/6 at the Neal S. Blaisdell
Arena. The main event saw Dean Ambrose retain the WWE title over AJ Styles, Chris Jericho &
Seth Rollins when he pinned Styles with the Dirty Deeds DDT. Also on the show, Shinsuke
Nakamura beat Kevin Owens in a rematch from their ROH encounter in 2014 with the Kinshasa.
You don't have to look very hard to find fancam footage of the match online. Asuka made her main
roster debut and successfully defended the NXT Women's title over Natalya. It is unlikely that
Asuka is getting a call-up any time soon and was on the tour purely for the next two shows at Sumo
Hall in Tokyo.
The 1/7 show at Sumo Hall saw Dean Ambrose retain the WWE title over Kevin Owens & Seth
Rollins in a three-way. Shinsuke Nakamura returned to Sumo Hall for the first time since October
12th 2015 and beat Chris Jericho with the Kinshasa. Nakamura was originally scheduled to face
Bray Wyatt, however Wyatt was pulled from the tour at the last minute. AJ Styles also worked in
Sumo Hall for the first time since main eventing the building against Kazuchika Okada on 12/10/15
and pinned John Cena after some interference from the Club & the Usos. Asuka retained the NXT
Women's title over Becky Lynch and the Club (Anderson & Gallows) worked a four-way against
the New Day, the Vaudevillains & the Usos, which the New Day won.
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2/7 had Ambrose retaining the WWE title over Jericho & Rollins in a triple threat main event.
Nakamura beat Kevin Owens with the Kinshasa. John Cena & the Usos beat the Club (Styles,
Anderson & Gallows). After the match Cena apparently put the Club over for what they achieved in
Japan. Asuka retained the NXT Women's title over Becky Lynch and Charlotte successfully
defended the WWE Women's title over Natalya. New Day also retained the Tag Team titles over the
Vaudevillains.
Hideo Itami finally returned to action on 30/6 after a year on the shelf with a shoulder injury. At the
NXT house show in Winter Haven, FL, Itami teamed with TM61 (Nick Miller & Shane Thorne) to
make a Pro Wrestling NOAH, No Mercy/TMDK, super team and beat Samoa Joe, Wesley Blake &
Tino Sabbatelli in the main event. Itami's last match was on 30/4/2015 on an NXT house show in
Lakeland, FL and he was written out of storyline at the TakeOver: Unstoppable event on 20/5/15
due to his injury. Just a month earlier at WrestleMania 31, Itami appeared in the Andre the Giant
Memorial Battle Royal, which he probably should have won, and he was set to face Finn Balor &
Tyler Breeze in a three-way at the TakeOver: Unstoppable show. The injury angle they shot saw a
camera man find Itami on the ground in the parking lot after being taken out by a still unknown
assailant. Kevin Owens walked past him and it was heavily hinted that he was responsible, however
with Owens being on the main roster it is almost certain that someone else will take responsibility
for the attack.
Pro Wrestling Sheet reported on 1/7 that Jerry Lawler's suspension from the WWE has been lifted
due to the domestic assault charges against him and his fiance Lauryn McBride being dropped. The
couple were arrested on 17/6 after the police were called to their home in West Memphis, TN due to
a violent altercation. The two got into an argument after McBride had lied about her whereabouts
during the NBA playoffs and she called 911 but hung up before speaking to an operator; police
traced the call and showed up at the house. McBride told the police that Lawler had pushed her
against the stove and hit her on the left side of the head; she also alleged that Lawler went and got a
gun and encouraged McBride to shoot herself. Lawler on the other hand claimed that McBride
scratched him in the face, threw a candlestick at him and kicked him in the groin. He also told
police that McBride was the one who brought the gun into the kitchen and stated that he attempted
to stop her from driving because she was drunk. All the charges were dropped in court on 1/7 and
according to CommercialAppeal.com, Lawler's attorney Ted Hansom stated it was “a big
misunderstanding and won't happen again. We are happy with the outcome.” Commercial Appeal
also had a statement from the WWE regarding the suspension of Lawler:
“Jerry Lawler’s legal matter has been resolved and his suspension has been lifted, effective
immediately.”
Ryan Satin noted that Pro Wrestling Sheet had been told that Lawler is expected to return to his
colour commentary position on SmackDown immediately and will be back next week to replace
David Otunga, who stepped in during the King's absence. I wonder if putting a certified attorney in
Lawler's place was somebody's way of making a little fun out of the situation, but regardless Lawler
should be back on next week's TV.
In some extremely sad news, CMLL regular Thunder (Luke Fordward) tragically passed away on
30/6 at the age of 35 due to stomach cancer. Fordward's father in law El Satanico (Daniel Lopez)
confirmed the news on Facebook with a short statement. Lopez trained Fordward after his daughter
Daniela, a former CMLL ring card girl, met him in Australia and convinced him to move to Mexico
with her. Fordward had wrestled briefly in Australia before meeting Daniela, but he was very green
and even after being trained by Lopez he never really caught on. Fordward worked as recently as
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five months ago but he disappeared from the scene with no explanation, although it is now clear it
was due to his diagnosis. Dave Meltzer only reported on Fordward's illness this week in the
Observer and the Cubsfan noted on his site on 28/6 that Thunder was in fact battling cancer and was
in a “very serious” situation. The news of Fordward's death was not only shocking due to his
untimely age, but the rapid nature of his decline is very sobering indeed. We offer our sincerest
condolences to Fordward's friends and family.
Indie Scene:
There was a note in the Observer this week about the situation with the WWE and Moose
apparently changing. We wrote last week that Moose was expected to be brought into the
Performance Centre as part of the new September class of recruits, however Dave Meltzer reported
that the WWE is holding off on bringing Moose in due a 2009 domestic violence allegation. Meltzer
added that it is most likely a timing issue due to the recent bad press garnered by the Jerry Lawler &
Adam Rose stories. Moose has apparently had offers from TNA, Lucha Underground and also has
the option to stay with ROH. If he wants to end up in the WWE eventually, the best thing to do
might be to try and get some Evolve bookings and refrain from signing any contracts that would tie
him down to one particular promotion.
Ring of Honor's Best in the World PPV on 24/6 from Concord, NC was a typically watchable ROH
show from an in-ring perspective, as there were no bad matches on the show and a coupe of really
good ones. The major issue, which seems to be brought up after every big ROH show, was the
horrible job the did miking the crowd. At times the fans seemed to be completely dead, although
reports from the building claimed the exact opposite. Conversely, the crowd volume was turned up
during certain points of the show to such a degree it was hard to hear the announcers at times.
All three title matches saw the champions retain, with Jay Lethal
retaining the World title over Jay Briscoe in the main event.
Match was good, but only went 12:52 which was no where near
enough time for a World title match. They kicked out of each
others' finishes and Lethal won with a Super Ace Crusher (***
½). Bobby Fish retained the TV title over Dalton Castle in a solid
wrestling match between two good friends at 16:41 (*** ¼). The
Addiction (Daniels & Kazarian) retained the Tag Team titles over
the Motor City Machine Guns (Sabin & Shelley) in a decent
match at 12:11. The big story here is that Kamaitachi came out
during the match and attacked Jay White, who was sat in the front row. The brawl caused a
distraction and the Addiction got the win with the Best Meltzer Ever on Sabin (***).
For me, the best match on the show was the Steve Corino/BJ Whitmer Fight Without Honor.
Whitmer won a tremendously worked, crazy, double-juice, wild brawl in 14:42 when Kevin
Sullivan appeared after a lights-out spot and nailed Corino with the dreaded golden spike; Whitmer
got the pin with his Exploder. They got the most out of everything they did and it certainly wasn't
just weapons for the sake of weapons. Corino came out to Hashimoto's old music and “lost a tooth”
early on, which was probably an old injury but it worked well here. Whitmer busted Corino open
hardway by punching his scar tissue laden forehead. Whitmer gigged after Corino hit him with a
bottle. They teased a doctor stoppage a couple of times, but Corino grabbed some rubbing alcohol
out of the medical bag and poured it over Whitmer's head. Both men wore white and ended up
covered in blood; like I said, they got the most out of everything (**** ¼).
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The other good matches on the show were, Young Bucks & Adam Cole over War Machine &
Moose in 12:58; typical Young Bucks match with all kind of spotz – finish was the Meltzer Driver
on Moose (*** ¾). Mark Briscoe over Roderick Strong in 15:17 with a Fisherman Buster; this was
Roddy's penultimate match in ROH (*** ¾). Opener saw Kyle O'Reilly beat Kamaitcahi in 13:49
with a Brainbuster and an Armbar; these two could have had a blow-away match, but for an opener
it was perfectly fine (*** ¼). ACH pinned Silas Young in 11:10 with the 450 Splash; it was fine (**
¾).
ROH followed up with the usual post PPV
TV tapings in Concord on 25/6 and here are
some of the highlights. Jay White debuted
against Kamaitachi and the match ended in a
DQ when the Addiction attacked White. This
led to White & the Motor City Machine
Guns beating the Adiction & Kamaitcahi. *
Roderick Strong worked his final ROH
match and put over Dalton Castle on his way
out. Roddy gave a farewell speech and
thanked all the fans for their support over
the years. Kyle O'Reilly came out for his
World title match with Jay Lethal, however
Adam Cole & the Young Bucks jumped
O'Reilly and injured is arm with a chair.
Later in the tapings, Lethal retained the
ROH World title over an injured O'Reilly. The Bucks & Cole jumped both guys afterwards and
Nigel McGuiness announced that Cole would never get a World title shot while Lethal is the
champion. This led Jay Lethal & the Briscoes beating Adam Cole & the Young Bucks in the main
event. Post-match saw them shoot a big angle, with the Bullet Club tying Lethal up in the ropes and
shaving his head.
ROH also announced Stuka Jr from CMLL as Kamaitachi's opponent for the TV tapings on 16/7 at
the 2300 Arena in Philadelphia, PA. The match was originally supposed to be Dragon Lee vs.
Kamaitachi, however Lee is still out after re-injuring his knee. Stuka is a bit of a strange choice as a
replacement, but maybe CMLL wanted to send someone with a good reputation to perhaps help
build a CMLL/ROH working agreement. Additionally, ROH revealed that Toru Yano would be
coming in for the Death Before Dishonor weekend in Las Vegas on 19/8 & 20/8. If we don't get a
Yano/Cheesebuger match I will be highly disappointed.
Pro Wrestling Guerrilla announced all 20 competitors in this year's Battle of Los Angeles, which
will be held in Reseda, CA over three days from September 2nd– 4th. Here's the list of names in the
2016 edition of BOLA:
1) Cody Rhodes. 2) Kamaitachi. 3) Jeff Cobb. 4) Mark Haskins. 5) Dalton Castle. 6) Pete Dunne. 7)
Sami Callihan. 8) Tommy End. 9) Trevor Lee. 10) Adam Cole. 11) John Hennigan. 12) Jack
Gallagher.
13) Chris Hero. 14) Mark Anderews. 15) Ricochet. 16) Matthew Riddle. 17) Marty Scurll. 18) Matt
Sydal. 19) Kyle O'Reilly. 20) Fenix.
* Evolve announced that Roderick Strong vs. Matthew Riddle would meet for the first time ever in
Queens, NY on 16/7 at Evolve 64.
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Japan:
New Japan also announced a bunch of outside talent for the 2016 Super J-Cup. Yuma Aoyagi from
All Japan, Eita from Dragon Gate, Kaji Tomato from K-Dojo and Gurukun Mask from Ryukyu
Dragon are all confirmed for the single elimination tournament. Taichi & Yoshinobu Kanemaru of
NOAH/Suzuki Gun are also official for the J-Cup, so there are ten spots left open for New Japan
regulars and representatives of ROH & CMLL. The first round of the 16-man single elimination
tournament is on July 20th at Korakuen Hall and the finals take place on August 21st at the Tokyo
Ariake Colosseum.

Some more matches have been booked for the Tokyo Gurentai “Tokyo Carnival” show at Shinjuku
Face on August 25th. Already announced were the main event of Nosawa Rongai vs. Terry Funk and
a Tokyo IC Tag Team title match with Hikaru Sato & Ryo Kawamura (C) vs. Daisuke Ikeda &
Takuya Kai. One of the newly announced matches is Daisuke Sekimoto vs. Kikuzawa, which has
the stipulation that if Kikuzawa wins a limited business relationship between Gurentai and Big
Japan will be made official. Seiya Sanada will be working the show and teams with Mazada &
Fujita against the indie dream team of Masato Tanaka, Kotaro Suzuki & Harashima. Also added is
the father and son team of Mitsuo Momota & Chikara vs. Kaz Hayashi & Jiro “Ikemen” Kuroshio.
Puroresuspirit.net noted that several Wrestle-1 regulars will be going freelance next month. Akira
Nogami, Tajiri & Minoru Tanaka are the big names who chose to be no longer under the W-1
banner. Additionally, Ryoto Hama & Yasufumi Nakanoue opted not to renew their contracts. Akira,
Minoru Tanaka & Nakanoue all still worked the Wrestle-1 show on 1/7 as freelance talent. Tajiri is
in the WWE Cruiserweight Classic, so he could end up being offered some sort of coaching
position. Hama & Nakanoue have worked for Big Japan this year, although Hama looks like he
could end up in his buddy Akebono's Oudou promotion. Akira has dabbled in wacky theatre
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wrestling with Makai Syojyoken and like Minoru Tanaka, would have no shortage of indie groups
wanting to bring him in, although Wrestle-1 has apparently left the doors open for both of them.
Mexico:
Ricochet appears to have finished up with Lucha Underground after losing a retirement match at the
Ultima Lucha III tapings in Boyle Heights on 26/6. His original contract, signed in 2014, expired
last weekend and MSL noted on MLW Radio last week that LU had offered him $300,000 a year to
sign a new deal. The main event of Ultima Lucha III, which will air sometime in 2017, saw Johnny
Mundo defend the Lucha Underground title against Prince Puma and the stipulation was that Puma
had to retire if he didn't win the title. In a move right out of TNA, Puma actually beat Mundo and
won the LU Championship on his last night in the company. Dario Cueto came out and announced
that Pentagon Dark was cashing in the Gift of the Gods title and announced that the match had a
loser must retire stip. Pentagon Dark beat Puma and won the title after Vampiro interfered, so not
only did Puma win the title on his last night but he was also screwed out of it by the most popular
guy in the company with no possible chance of a rematch. After the tapings ended, Puma got the big
send-off treatment from all the wrestlers and the fans chanted “thank you, Puma.”

Dave Meltzer noted in the Observer that Ricochet is believed to be heading to WWE, although he
has commitments with New Japan at least until the end of the year. The terms of the LU contract he
signed in 2014 also prohibit him from appearing on another wrestling TV show until six months
after the last episode of LU he appeared in airs on TV. That would mean that Ricochet would be
unable to be used on WWE TV until late 2017 at the earliest or some time in 2018 at the latest. Of
course, this is all theoretical and if WWE throws enough money El Rey's way I'm sure they could
work something out without taking things through legal channels.
The next three weeks of Lucha Underground TV are the big Ultima Lucha Dos season finale
episodes. Here's the line up for 6/7, 13/7 & 20/7:
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* Lucha Underground Championship: Matanza Cueto (C) vs. Pentagon Jr.
* Lucha Underground Trios Championship: Johnny Mundo & Jack Evans, PJ Black (C) vs.
Aerostar, Fenix & Drago.
* Rey Mysterio vs. Prince Puma
* Gift of the Gods Championship: Night Claw vs. Daga vs. Marty the Moth vs. Killshot vs.
Siniestro de la Muerte vs. Mariposa vs. Sexy Star.
* Death Match: King Cuerno vs. Mil Muertes.
* Taya vs. Ivelisse.
* Dragon Azteca Jr. vs. Black Lotus.
* Unique Opportunity Tournament: Texano, Son of Havoc, Cage & The Mack.
New IWGP IC champion Michael Elgin won the Elite International Gran Prix tournament in
Mexico City at Arena Mexico on 23/6 & 25/6. Elgin beat Volador Jr in the final match on 25/6 and
was presented with a championship belt during a big post-match celebration, complete with
Canadian national anthem and confetti. Volador vowed to get revenge for losing at the upcoming
CMLL Gran Prix on 1/7. Elgin's route to the final saw him beat Jinder Mahal in the first round on
23/6 then he downed Lio Rush in the quarterfinal, before defeating Bram in the semifinal. Volador
scored wins over PJ Black, Tama Tonga & Kushida on his way to the final. Dave Meltzer noted in
the Observer the attendance for both shows were “horrible” and they only drew around 1,000 fans
on 23/6 and did just under 2,000 on 25/6.
CMLL ran their Gran Prix iPPV on 1/7 and Team Mexico
defeated Team Rest of the World in a 50 minute, 16-man
elimination tag match main event. Diamante Azul, La
Máscara, Máximo Sexy, Rey Escorpión, Rush, Shocker,
Último Guerrero & Volador Jr beat Johnny Idol, Kushida,
Marco Corleone, Michael Elgin, Okumura, Sam Adonis,
Tama Tonga, Tanga Roa, when Volador pinned Tama Tonga
with the Spanish Fly at 50:47. During the match, Rush & La
Mascara turned on each other and Rush tried to unmask his
former Los Ingobernables partner, which led to his
elimination. You would think Rush/Mascara is penciled in for
the Anniversary show in September. Also on the card,
Barbaro Cavernario beat Rey Cometa in a hair vs. hair match
in 22:59, which according to the Cubsfan was a MOTYC.
There were only two other matches on the card, which saw Atlantis, Mistico & Stuka Jr beat
Euforia, Ephesto & Terrible in 16:49 and Blue Panther, Blue Panther Jr & The Panther over Felino,
Puma & Tiger in 14:12.
Ratings:
RAW on 27/6 did a 2.21 rating with 3,088,000 viewers – a horrible number with no competition and
the lowest number since 1997 with no major sports competition. 8pm did a terrible 3,096,000
viewers. 9pm did a little better with 3,173,000 and 10pm did a poor 3,011,000. Last week's show
did a 2.44 rating with 3,467,000.
TNA iMPACT on 28/6 did 322,000, up from the 304,000 they did last week.
Lucha Underground on 29/6 did the biggest combined audience ever, with 219,000 viewers total.
The first run airing did 116,000, up from 104,000 last week, and the replay did 103,000, up from
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62,000 last week.
SmackDown on 30/6 did a 1.52 rating with 2,080,000 viewers, down from the 1.58 and 2,145,000
viewers last week.
WWE Money in the Bank – June 19th 2016
T-Mobile Arena: Las Vegas, NV.
Ben Carass.

The “biggest” and “greatest” Money in the Bank PPV of all-time unsurprisingly failed to live up to
its lofty hype, as the show was a complete dumpster fire until the top three matches. For whatever
reason, the decision was made to have the show run long, so the main event didn't get started until
five minutes before the top of the third hour (fourth if you count the pre-show). It would appear that
going against the NBA Finals was the main cause of the extended run-time, as Titus O'Neil &
Rusev were sent out with two minutes left in the game and they basically stalled for time until the
game was over. The longer format also meant that the two matches scheduled for the pre-show were
bumped up to the main card, which meant we got two even more insignificant matches on the preshow and a surplus of undercard nonsense of the PPV.
Obviously the big story is Dean Ambrose winning Money in the Bank and cashing in at the end of
the show on Seth Rollins, who had just pinned Roman Reigns clean to regain the title he never
lost. It is too early to tell whether they have given up on Reigns as the top babyface, but I would
suspect not as they have come this far with the guy and we all know how stubborn Vince
McMahon can be. Still, perhaps they took a look at the plummeting ratings and dwindling house
show numbers and decided something had to be done immediately. The way Ambrose has been
booked over the last couple of years hardly puts him in position of a strong babyface champion, so
this could also be just a short-term deal to build towards the inevitable Shield Triple Threat match,
which in turn could also lead to the creation of a second World Champion for the brand split. All
three former Shield members held the WWE World title on the same night, which is a pretty cool
story to lead to the three-way. The only thing I fear is that there will end up being some convoluted
deal during the finish of the three-way which causes the World title to be split. Either way, it was a
great ending to a pretty hit and miss show.
John Cena & AJ Styles had an excellent wrestling match, which was marred by a ref bump and
run-in finish from the Club. For me, this match had been built up better than anything the WWE
had done in years and they did a great job of selling the idea of a WrestleMania sized dream match.
Apparently, some people were let down that they didn't get the WWE big match formula of starting
the near-falls 5 minutes in and kicking out of multiple finishes. Instead, Styles & Cena told a
wonderful story of Styles out-wrestling Cena the whole match, but still needing help from his
buddies to win. Naturally it would have been better for styles to go over clean, but this is the WWE
and John Cena, so we should just be grateful that AJ went over at all.
As noted, Dean Ambrose won the Money in the Bank ladder match. It was an entertaining display,
but perhaps the biggest positive is that we don't have to endure months of predictably phony cash-in
teases or the winner of the briefcase losing every match on TV for a year. The rest of the show
ranged from boring to a complete disaster, but the top three matches and the cash-in are worth
checking out.
Pre-Show:
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The panel was Renee Young, Booker T, Lita & Corey Graves, and when they weren't talking
absolute garbage they were all flubbing lines left and right. They showed a skit of the Golden
Truth messing with Breezango's tanning booth, so the heels were all sun-burnt for their match.
Truth & Goldust worked over Breezango's sunburn and Goldust pinned Fandango with the Final
Cut in 5:10. It sucked and the crowd were not interested in the attempted comedy (*). Lucha
Dragons beat the Dudley Boyz in 8:48 in a total TV match when Kalisto hit Bubba with the Salida
del Sol and Sin Cara pinned him with a Splash off the top (**).
Main Card:
WWE Tag Team Championship Fatal Four-Way: New Day (C) vs. Enzo & Big Cass vs. The
Vaudevillains vs. Karl Anderson & Luke Gallows. – New Day retained in 11:43. Match was
decent, although it was very sloppy in places and started to fall apart down the stretch. It broke
down early with all eight guys brawling. Enzo & Cass hit their Rocket Launcher finish on
Anderson and Gallows pulled Enzo off to stop the count. The referee hauled his count, so the fans
were one second ahead and they all thought Enzo got a three count and the air went out of the room
when they realised that was not the case. Vaudes hit the Whirling Dervish on Anderson, but Kofi
broke up the pin. There was a horribly botched Trouble in Paradise spot with Enzo then Big E
nearly killed himself again doing his Spear through the ropes on English. Things fell apart even
more when everyone seemed to forget what they were meant to be doing and they all just stood
there like chumps. Finish saw the Club hit the Magic Killer on English, but Big E took out
Anderson with the Big Ending and Kofi, who was not the legal man, pinned English to retain the
titles. – It's clear that New Day are keeping the belts until they break London & Kendrick's record,
which the announcers have been mentioning for weeks. The story of the New Day retaining because
the stole the win from the Club was a decent way to set up a traditional tag match, but the match
was extremely clunky and was a sign of things to come for the rest of the undercard. (** ¼).
There was a backstage skit with Kevin Owens, Chris Jericho & Alberto Del Rio. All three men
were fantastic, but Owens stole the scene and was this was a rare occasion of WWE produced
comedy that was actually funny.
Baron Corbin vs. Dolph Ziggler. – Corbin over in 12:15. This went way too long and the crowd
didn't care at all. There were “Ziggler sucks” and loud “boring” chants. Corbin got he heat and put
everyone to sleep with some long chinlocks. Ziggler nearly tripped over on the stairs, however
Corbin did a great job of saving him and hit the Deep Six on the floor. Finish saw Corbin counter a
Superplex and hit the End of Days for the clean win. – Hopefully this feud is dead and buried,
because it has done both guys no favours at all, especially Corbin. I don't know what they have
lined up for Corbin next, but whatever it is they need to do a much better job at getting him over as
a monster heel. (**).
Charlotte (WWE Women's Champion) & Dana Brooke vs. Becky Lynch & Natalya. –
Charlotte & Dana over in 6:55. Another TV match here on PPV, although this one had a distinct
“SmackDown” feel about it. It was clunky and rushed, presumably because they had their time cut
which seems to be a running gag with the women. Heat on Nattie; comeback from Becky. Finish
saw Nattie put Charlotte in the Sharpshooter, but Dana broke it up and shoved Becky into Nattie
then Charlotte pinned Nattie with Natural Selection. Afterwards we got a “big” angle, with Nattie
turning heel on Becky and she beat the hell out of her and left her lying. – The fans got into the
turn, so it worked in the building at least. I just don't know how well Natalya will do as a secondary
heel. At least now both Nattie & Becky are out of the title picture, which should free up Sasha
Banks to come in for the long awaited program with Charlotte (* ¾).
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Sheamus vs. Apollo Crews. – Crews over in 8:40. Nothing match with a bunch of crowd-killing
Chinlocks. Crews got a decent reaction but the fans soon lost interest, probably because he was in
there with Sheamus. Sheamus jumped Crews before the bell in an attempt to heat up this cold
program. Crews sent Sheamus over the top with a Belly-to-Belly and hit a nice Moonsault off the
apron. Finish came when Sheamus hit a Super White Noise for a near-fall; he argued with the
referee and Crews rolled him up for the pin. – Crews is another guy who needs to be positioned a
lot better and it would help immensely if they actually gave the fans a reason to care about him. A
multi-match series with Sheamus is certainly not going to help in that department. (**).
John Cena vs. AJ Styles. – Styles over in 24:10. Excellent match, with a typical WWE dumbass
finish. Story of the match was tremendous and they worked it to a tee. AJ delivered on his promise
of wrestling circles around Cena and was one step ahead of him the entire match. Styles dominated
the early stages and continuously countered all of Cena's trademark spots. Styles hit a Pescado into
a Forearm on the floor then went for a Tope, but Cena moved and it appeared that Styles had made
a mistake to allow Cena to get back in the match. Styles shut Cena down again with a flurry, but
Cena caught him in the STF. Cena avoided the Phenomenal Forearm and Styles countered the AA;
Styles applied the Calf Crusher then threw some legs kicks to the injured leg. Cena hit the Five
Knuckle Shuffle, but didn't hit the ropes to sell his bad leg. They did some great neat-falls, with
Styles kicking out of the AA and Cena doing the same for the Styles Clash; there was a scary
moment when I feared that Cena was about to tuck his head while taking the Clash. Styles went for
a Springboard 450 and Cena got his knee up. Cena went for the AA but AJ landed on his feet and
went for the Pele, which Cena managed to dodge. Finish was lame: Cena tried the AA again,
however AJ's feet sent the referee tumbling to the outside; Cena hit his finish to get a visual pinfall
with the referee down. Anderson & Gallows hit the ring and laid out Cena with the Magic Killer.
Styles crawled on top of Cena and the ref got back in to count the fall. The announcers were
disgusted at how the match ended, however they speculated whether Styles knew what happened. –
Unbelievably, some people were disappointed with this match. Was it a blow-away WrestleMania
main event that it had been billed as? No. Still, they couldn't have told a better story for the first
meeting between these two. It would have been preferable if Styles beat Cena clean, but evidently
they want to firmly establish Styles as a heel so the finish was at least understandable by WWE
logic (****).
Money in the Bank Ladder Match: Dean Ambrose vs. Sami Zayn vs. Cesaro vs. Chris Jericho
vs. Kevin Owens vs. Alberto Del Rio. – Ambrose grabbed the briefcase at 21:45. Everyone
brawled early and Zayn did a huge Tope con Hilo over the top onto the pile. Cesaro landed the
Uppercut Train on Ambrose, Jericho & Del Rio then Owens cut him off and hit a round of
Cannonballs on the guys in the corners. Zayn then gave Owens an Exploder into Jericho in he
corner and nailed Owens & Jericho with a Yakuza Kick. First big ladder spot saw Del Rio hit his
Tree of Woe Ghetto Stomp on Cesaro, who was set up on a ladder. Del Rio caught Cesaro in the
Armbar on top of the ladder. One of the best spots of the entire match saw Cesaro dive off the
ladder into a Springboard Corkscrew Uppercut on Owens; it looked awesome. Cesaro gave
Jericho the Giant Swing and flung him into a ladder in the corner then Ambrose dropped his
diving Elbow off another ladder onto Cesaro. Owens hit Ambrose with a Frog Splash onto a ladder
then the most insane spot of the whole match saw Zayn hit Owens with a Michinoku Driver onto a
ladder that was on its side. It looked brutal and Owens body bent in a nasty position over the ladder.
Zayn tried to get the briefcase, but was constantly cut off. They built a double ladder bridge in
opposite corners which looked awesome and all six guys brawled on the triple ladder contraption. It
ended somewhat anticlimactically, as everyone just sort of fell off the ladders; Del Rio in particular
took a nasty spill. Owens Powerbombed Zayn onto the ladder bridge then went for the briefcase.
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Ambrose cut him off and knocked him off onto one of the ladder bridges then retrieved the
briefcase to win the match. – Fun spectacle. Not as crazy or dangerous as a lot of other ladder
matches, but that is of course not a bad thing (*** ¾).
WWE US Championship: Rusev (C) w/Lana vs. Titus O'Neil. – Rusev retained in 8:00. Match
utterly sucked. Titus was terrible as usual and was not over one bit. Titus had his kids in the front
row here on Father's Day the Mega Dad of the Year tapped out to the evil Bulgarian clean.
Afterwards, Rusev told Titus' kids that their dad was a loser and laughed at them because he is a
great man. ( - *)
WWE World Heavyweight Champioship: Roman Reigns (C) vs. Seth Rollins. – Rollins
became the new WWE Champion at 26:01. Good match, but it went way too long and dragged
considerably. Reigns was completely despised and Rollins was a hero. Reigns worked like the clear
heel and dominated the beloved smaller man. Reigns threw Rollins over the announce table then hit
a huge Black Tiger Bomb for a near-fall. Rollins did a big dive over the top and used the Slingblade
then hit a Frogsplash for a near-fall. Rollins did the Sunset Flip Powerbomb out of the corner (the
same moved that he injured his knee on) and got another near-fall with the Falcon Arrow, which
Cole called the “Falcon's Arrow.” They continued to do stuff and ended up at ringside; Reigns went
for a Spear but crashed through the barricade. We got another ref bump for no reason whatsoever,
other than to tease a near-fall off a Reigns Spear. Finish saw Reigns go for another Spear, but
Rollins countered in mid-air into a modified Pedigree for a great near-fall; the announcers made
sure to point out that Seth didn't hit all of the Pedigree to protect Uncle Paul's finish. Rollins
picked up Reigns and gave him a second Pedigree and pinned him as clean as a sheet to win the
title. Fans went crazy and Rollins celebrated with the belt. – Both guys worked hard, but the match
would have been much better with at least 7 or 8 minutes being shaved off (*** ½).
Dean Ambrose's music hit and the crowd exploded. Rollins turned to face the entrance way, but
Ambrose sneaked in from behind and nailed him with the briefcase. Ambrose handed over the
briefcase and the official announcement was made that he was cashing in.
WWE World Heavyweight Championship: Seth Rollins (C) vs. Dean Ambrose. – Ambrose
became the new WWE Champion in 0:09. Ambrose picked up Rollins and delivered the Dirty
Deeds DDT to get the pin and everyone lost their minds. Show went off the air with Ambrose
celebrating and the announcers putting over the shocking turn of events. (N/A).
RAW Ramblings – June 27th 2016
Amalie Arena: Tampa, FL.
Ben Carass.
If you need any further proof that Vince McMahon has gone completely senile, look no further
than how he handled the Roman Reigns situation on RAW this week. Vince actually thought that
having Seth Rollins go out in the opening segment and bury Reigns for being suspended would
actually cause the fans to have sympathy for Reigns and make everybody hate Rollins. Well, as you
would expect, the complete opposite happened and Rollins was beloved for telling the whole world
what an idiot Reigns was. They even put Reigns' apology Tweet on the screen for Rollins to pick
apart word by word. It seriously might be time to take Old Yeller out back and put him out of his
misery once and for all. Anyway, the point of all this was to tease the fans into thinking the Shield
three-way at BattleGround would be changed. Rollins wanted a one-on-one title match against
Ambrose, who came out and said Reigns should still be in the match. AJ Styles showed up and
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said he should take Reigns' spot in the three-way then John Cena arrived and said they should
make it a five-way, because even Cena thought Reigns should still be in the title match. Stephanie
McMahon came out and noted that Shane was again on vacation – I still have no idea why Shane
or Steph would take time off when they are supposedly fighting over who gets to run RAW &
SmackDown after the draft.

Steph booked Cena vs. Rollins & Styles vs. Ambrose with the stips that Cena & Styles would be
added to the WWE title match at BattleGround if they won. Rollins pinned Cena in 16:00 with the
Pedigree in a very good TV match; the Club & Styles showed up and AJ got on the apron to
distract Cena to set up the finish. Later, Ambrose pinned Styles with the Dirty Deeds DDT in
15:35 after Styles was distracted by Cena coming out and fighting with the Club. Afterwards, the
Club put Cena down with a brutal Magic Killer on the stage and Rollins laid out Ambrose with the
Pedigree. Show ended with Rollins standing tall in the ring and the Club standing over Cena on the
stage. – So, basically this show accomplished absolutely nothing other than not delivering on
changing the three-way and having Cena & Styles cost each other victories. The matches were fine,
although by the third hour the crowd was dead and didn't care about the main event, however the
booking of this show was mind-bendingly stupid. How anyone could actually think that having
Rollins go out there and basically tell the truth about Reigns would be a productive thing to do is
way beyond me. Imagine the heat Reigns is going to get now because of this; there is almost no
way he can come back as a babyface, which means Vince is probably going to put the title back on
him and carry on like nothing ever happened.
Sami Zayn & Kevin Owens were on Chris Jericho's Highlight Reel. They basically rehashed
their story from NXT, with Sami talking about Owens being jealous that he got to WWE first and
Owens blaming everything on Zayn. Sami delivered easily his best main roster promo here and
showed some great fire when recapping the story with Owens. Jericho sided with Owens and
buried Sami for caring about the fans then he hyped their match at BattleGround. Jericho said their
match would be huge, but noted it would not be as big as what he had planned for BattleGround,
because he's Chris Jericho. He did his goofy “gift of Jericho” deal and Owens & Zayn dropped
him with a pair of Superkicks. Owens & Zayn had a stare-down and Cole hyped the BattleGround
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match… “if the power that be allow it,” because this is aparently Vince Russo-era WCW. –
Segment was fine and everyone played their role well. They were kind of alluding to the
Owens/Zayn match at BattleGround as the blow-off, as Sami noted they could end up on different
brands.

Corporate Kane was back this week, I guess Mike Adamle wasn't available. He wanted to run
SmackDown; Stephanie told him no. Miz & Mayrse were back from the movie set and Miz &
Kane buried each others' movies. Steph booked Miz to defend his IC title against a “mystery
opponent,” which of course turned out to be TheDemonKane. Finish was utterly horrendous, as
Maryse got on the apron to save Miz from a Chokeslam and she collapsed in the phoniest way
imaginable. Miz carried Maryse to the back and TheDemonKane won via count-out in 3:30. Later
in the back, Maryse revealed she was “acting” and Miz gave her a big kiss. – This sucked and
pretty much took the life out of the crowd for the rest of the show. Finn Balor Tweeted out earlier
in the day that he was backstage at RAW, so it didn't take long for the word to get around that he
might be debuting. Unsurprisingly, a lot of people who were expecting Balor were more than
disappointed with TheDemonKane. Worst of all, it looks like we now have a
Miz/TheDemonKane IC title program.
New Day dressed up as the Wyatts for a parody skit. Big E was Bray, Kofi was Rowan and
Xavier was Harper. The real Wyatts showed up on the stage and Bray talked about the power of
positivity being a lie. Gimmick was that Big E & Kofi were going back and forth with Bray, but
once again Xavier was put under some kind of spell and was hypnotized by Wyatt. Later in the
back, Renee interviewed the New Day, but Xavier just stood there looking forlorn and he
eventually walked away on his own. – Just what the Wyatt act needed, even more goofiness.
Everything Else: Sasha Banks & Paige beat Charlotte & Dana Brooke in 8:40 when Sasha
tapped Brooke with the Banks Statement. Dana looked way out of her depth here and was
completely exposed as being called up way too early. It doesn't matter though because she's blonde
and has big muscles, #DivasRevolution. Titus O'Neil beat Rusev via count-out in 4:10; like a
moron, Titus celebrated like he had in fact won the US title. Why are these men are still fighting
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over the US title when the champion demolished Titus in their first match? Enzo Amore & Big
Cass squashed two amazing jobbers, Carlos & Mitch Walden in 0:35. It was fun while it lasted.
The Social Outcasts showed up afterwards and said they were all “hard and looking for some
action.” Enzo & Cass called them SAWFT and that was that. There was another Darren
Young/Bob Backlund deal; it was pointless like all the others. Becky Lynch was booked against
Summer Rae, however Becky & Natalya got into a brawl and the match thankfully never took
place. Cesaro & Apollo Crews beat Sheamus & Alberto Del Rio in 6:02. Del Rio Superkicked
Sheamus and walked out on him; Crews pinned Sheamus with his sit-out Powerbomb.
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Next Week's Issue
We have a ton of great content coming up this week, including a new Mixed Bag with a lot of
PWG, NJPW, and BJW, all of the news from the week, a GWE editorial, and much more!
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